Christina Rossetti - Wikipedia
Christina Georgina Rossetti (5 December 1830 – 29 December 1894) was an English writer of romantic, devotional and children's poems, including "Goblin Market" and…

Discovering Literature: Romantics - British Library
Feb 05, 2015 · Christina Rossetti’s poetry collection, Goblin Market (1862), was the first unqualified Pre-Raphaelite literary success. Illustrated by her brother Dante Gabriel in a style that would become widely imitated, it was also a landmark publication in terms of Victorian book illustration.

Frederick Sandys - Wikipedia
Rossetti and Sandys became close friends, and from May 1866 to July 1867, Sandys lived with Rossetti at 16, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea. Sandys's works were profoundly influenced by those of Rossetti. He focused mainly on mythological subjects and portraits. Drawings and illustration

Gay and Lesbian Wedding Poems | Poetry Foundation
Illustration by Natalia Vico. For the More Traditional Ceremony. Christina Rossetti. Forever – is composed of Nows – (690) Emily Dickinson. Celebrating the Non …

Christmas Poems | Poetry Foundation
Illustration by Hyesu Lee. This collection of poems and site features presents many Christmases: spiritual and secular, bleak and hopeful, individual and communal. W.